
Oakland summary – FO 1446A – Dec 24, 1944 
Bombers of 1st ATF about 8 minute’s late crossing in, 2nd and 3rd ATF also a little late. Flew courses well and in good formation. 78th and 339th groups 

held on ground. 56 group take-off set back 35 mins. 355 came in at 1530, E/A activity nil. Other groups made R/V’s ok. Most of them early on 

nuthouse instruction. 357B Fxx GP in 1st 3 boxes of 1st ATF and 357A on last 6, as instructed before take-off. This left coverage of front of 1st ATF 

pretty thin early in mission due to groups coming from behind bombers and not planning to catch up until R/V. Due to hostile activity nuthouse 

had to re-shuffle some of the groups to get coverage. 56 grp had to be put on close escort of 1st 6 boxes when 357B and 55 withdrew just after target. 

20A pulled off 2nd ATF to provide target support to 3rd ATF with 361. Other A groups put in 3rd ATF Target area after their own bomber were well out. 

352 put on support of 1st ATF. Hostile attacks were concentrated on Vinegrove 1-1 & 1-2 and took place SW of liege as bombers were coming in, 

before scheduled R/V’s. Y had reported hostiles are airborne in Dusseldorf-cologne-Bonn area and we had tracks on them. All were on low tac 

missions. We also had many tracks in the Malmedy-St Vith area but they were supposedly friendly. Also down at 10000. 2 tracks picked up W of 

Bonn at 22000 headed SW, one going south to Luxembourg and then north to bombers getting up to 30000. 357 and 55 had not made R/V yet when we 

warned of the stuff in Malmedy area and asked 55 to get up with Vinegrove 1-1 & 1-2 until 357 got there. Both groups were just coming alongside 

first boxes of bombers when they sighted the E/A. Both groups engaged. E/A making at least 2 passes at bombers. 353A pulled up front and 479A. 353 

vectored to interception of hostiles from south and in front of bombers.  479 group arrived too late to engage. North of Frankfurt 357A vectored 

to interception of hostiles, chasing them towards Kassel. All other hostiles were concentrated in Dusseldorf area. All on TAC missions. Several 

groups vectored in area but most of the E/A fled north before actual combat with our groups. 359 in combat. R/T good. Tracking Good. 

Gangway (advance) – Captain Schimkola 

9th TAC on which group worked with 9th TAC 

Y-29 8th AF-1446A-Area Patrol-Trier-Bonn area. 

352 Fighter Group – 53A/C, 1 abortive. Time up -1307-OT 1350 TD 1636.patrol uneventful. 

Observations: heavy road traffic both directions F-1545. Small vehicles. 5 trains observed going north between Bonn and cologne. 

352B no NYR. No claims. In at Ostend, 1249 Hours, 20000Feet. Patrolled Giessen area from 1345-1430 hours. No e/a seen. Observations: roads 

E of Rhine unusually bare. RRs and canals loaded with traffic moving west. 

56th group. Claims: nil, losses: nil. Swept from Koblenz to Frankfurt 1311 to 1415 receiving several vectors from MEW. Saw 2 s/e e/a near Koblenz 

but could not engage. Otherwise uneventful. Observations: bomb damage at A/F n/e of Bon noted to indicate very good results. The Rhine valley, 

especially Frankfurt and Koblenz area’s had a tremendous amount of rail traffic. 

479th group. 3 NYR. 1-0-0,  

B group escorted B-17’s from north of Brussels  at 1200 until 1400 S of Zellhausen at which time they were vectored to Trier, Koblenz, Essen, 

Frankfurt and withdrew 1515Hours.   

A group vectored in Malmedy Frankfurt area. Saw 1 FW190 15 miles SE of Liege which they destroyed. 

357th group 

A group; R/V 1240 Knocke. Combat in Fulda area with 60-70 FW-190’s with 50 FW-190 top cover. Combat in Kassel area with 50 Me-109’s. Total 21-0-

0 s/e air. 2 NYR 

B group ; N of Namur at 1212 met 15 Me-109’s and 190’s in singles and pairs in Koblenz. 8-0-0 s/o air. 1 MIA air collision with plane from another 

and unknown group. 1 NYR safe on group. 

359th group 

A & B groups; 2 NYR’s, 1 MIA, 1 Bailed out over friendly territory. Claims: 12-0-3. R/V 1245 SE of Brussels at 20000 bombed 1432 at 26000 feet 

Ettinghausen A/F. All bombs on field. 5 big fires seen. Left 1515 hours at 22000 Feet at Blankenheim. Vectored to Bonn area where at 16000 Feet 12 

FW-190 headed east engaged. Claims 10-0-3. Two FW-190’s attacked straggler near Vogelsong 1345. Claims 2-0-0. 

364th group 

A group; 1 NYR believed landed safely at Legacy. Claims: nil. R/V 1245 southeast of Ghent at 21000Feet. 

B Group; escorted through target which was Kirch Gons A/F. left bombers 1530 Zeebrugge 19000 Feet. A group vectored by Nuthouse between Koblenz 

and Cologne. 1 Me-262 seen but could not close. 1 V-2 seen at 1517 Brussels heading North. 1 V-2 at 1410 hours at Kassel area. 

356th group 

A & B groups; 1 NYR no claims. R/V 1328-1400, vincinty of Liege, 25000-28000 Feet. No combat. Left bombers 1550 hours, 23000 feet vincinty of 

Brussels. Observations: 1330-1500 hours – considerable RR traffic at Giessen-Limburg-Koblenz RR, directions east and west; 1330-1500 Hours, 

considerable RR traffic headed north and south at Bonn-Koblenz. 

20th group 

A & B groups; no NYR’s no claims. R/V NW of Brussels, 1315 hours, 25000 Feet. Escorted uneventfully to target at 1438 hours, 25000 Feet. Left 

bombers 1350 hours at Belgian coast, 15000 feet. “A”group vectored by NUTHOUSE but no e/a seen. 

4th group 

61 P-51’s landed at Raydon, England. 2 P-51’s at 479th Group station. 3 NYR’s over England. Claims 1-1-0 Me-110 Air. Bombing results observed at 

Giessen, very good. R/V made. 

355th Group 

NYR’s unknown but at most 5 or 6. Claims: nil. Mission uneventful. Observation: SW of Walcheren Island 1540 hours 19000 feet. One parachute 

drifting to SW. 

55th Group 



Intercepted large group e/a encountered at 1240 hours hitting first 3 boxes 1st Force near Frankfurt. Claims 16-0-7 (2 NYR, one of whom due to 

mid-air collision). 

353rd Group 

E/A opposition Koblenz area. Claims of 8-0-0. 1 NYR. E/A believed remnants of larger force attacked by 55th group. 

4th & 20th Group planes landed on 66th station 

 


